Wildscapes uplifts and transforms
clinical and business environments
PHOTOGRAPHY THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Custom-produced nature photography installed on
ceilings and in walls add warmth and positive
ambiance to office, restaurant, hospital, and other
business or professional settings. Fine art photography
creates an environment that appeals to clients,
employees, and visitors. Your facility will look inviting
and calm!
Nature imagery in particular is the key to a new model
for workplace design. Images of nature reduce mental
fatigue, and promote well-being.
In the case of hospitals, nature photography has been
proven beneficial to patients. Viewing nature imagery
reduces patient stress, lowers systolic blood pressure
and pulse, redirects negative thought, and decreases
restlessness during treatment. Images are installed in
ceilings above the patient treatment area as virtual
skylights and in walls as simulated windows.
Wildscapes’ extensive library includes thousands of
healing, calming, and inspirational images featuring
subjects and locations in Mississippi and around the
world.

Benefits of Viewing Nature Imagery
•

A relaxed patient is more receptive and responsive to treatment.

•

Installed in medical or treatment settings, nature photography reduces patient stress and anxiety.

•

Images can serve as focal points, and help reduce the need for repeat treatments.

•

A friendly, positive environment serves as a marketing tool and gives your business a competitive edge.

•

Peaceful working environments increase employee satisfaction and reduce employee turnover.

Local Environment & Hunting Land: Wildscapes can shoot a custom body of work in a local
environment and on hunting land, creating images that are recognizable and comforting.
The photographs will include nature and a variety of wildlife shots. You will own the
copyright to the photographs if you like. (Commissioned Photography Service)

Bringing the Outside In

CUSTOM ART, CREATED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
Wildscapes will design and install wall murals, mosaics (ceilings & walls), photographic montages and other
photographic presentations for corporate and private buildings. Backlit panels of translucent plastic are
called light lenses. Standard sizes are either 2x2-feet or 2x4-feet. They can be grouped in a grid like a mosaic to
create large images and are very easy to install. They are most often used on ceilings, but can also be used in
walls. The fact that the light is transmitted through the light lens creates an effect that is closer to stained glass
than looking at conventional art where the light is reflected.
Every Wildscapes print is an original, custom-produced in the size and shape you request. Prints are not massproduced, computer enhanced, or retouched; every piece is an authentic, original work of art.
Wildscapes will work with you to develop a custom photo art package, including optional matting and framing,
based around your color scheme, a particular subject matter, or specific geographic location. We can create
a fine art photo package that is calming or motivating, familiar or exotic. Our large selection of images allows
you to create a collection that will appeal to a large audience.

THE ARTISANS
Images captured by award-winning photographers Mark Melvin & Stephen
Kirkpatrick. Melvin’s photography not only captures the essence of the subject,
but expresses his own unique artistic vision. His approach to photography is
based on his belief in the vigor and values of the world of nature. A single image
may communicate meaningful experiences, complex emotions, and abstract
concepts. Melvin’s moving nature photography was featured in Mississippi
Outdoors and in the Jackson, Mississippi Clarion Ledger Business Section.
Kirkpatrick has published more than 3,500 photographs in books and nationally-circulated magazines.
Kirkpatrick's work has earned international acclaim, including the 2011 Writer's Digest International Self-Published
Book Award, the National Outdoor Book Award, the Benjamin Franklin Award, and three Southeastern Outdoor
Press Association Book of the Year Awards. He has twice been named a winner in the prestigious International
Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition held in London, England. He has published eleven pictorial
coffee table books.

THE PROCESS
From a presentation of images to delivery of framed pieces,
WildScapes works with you every step of the way.
Ordering Information:
•
•
•
•

50% Deposit with order and signed purchase order ― No Minimum order
Telephone or Email orders accepted for approved accounts.
Payment Terms – Net 30 days
Time of Delivery – Unframed - 14 to 28 days; Framed - 30 to 60 days
Shipping charges will be quoted with order. (FOB Origin – Freight Prepaid)

Before installing an image

A ceiling mural transports cancer patients undergoing radiation treatment to a tranquil creek on a sunny day.

www.wild-scapes.com
Click on Galleries

Contact Info:

Choose:
- Nature & Flowers
- Landscapes
- Wildlife
- Gardens

WildScapes Photo Art
1888 Main St, Ste C#170
Madison, MS 39110
Mark Melvin
601.919.5917
mark@wild-scapes.com

The images shown on the following pages represent a small fraction of the fine art photography available from Wildscapes.

Reporting
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Products & Services

Gicle’e

CUSTOM LUSTRE PRINTS:
Produced using ultrachrome archival inks & paper, then coated with
PremierArt finish for additional longevity & surface protection. Sizes range from
8×10 to 48×96 inches.

GICLE’E CANVAS PRINTS:
Combines the best attributes of state of the art printing machinery, paper, computer interpretation, & human
interactive skill to produce a museum-quality archival reproduction. Every gicle’e is printed on non-glare,
acid-free, canvas stock, then coated with a PremierArt finish for additional longevity & surface protection.
Gicle’e canvas prints are available stretched or unstretched. Sizes range from 8×10 to 40×60 inches.

EXHIBIT MOUNT:

A modern look  a custom lustre print is bonded to gator foam with inset black frame. A laminate protects
the surface. Sizes range from 16×20 to 48×96 inches.
Lustre & canvas pieces with PremierArt finish applied have a permanence rating of 200 dark years storage. If
displayed in UV light, lustre pieces have a 100 year rating & canvas pieces have a 130 year rating.

Please call or e-mail for prices, sizes & quotes — Mark Melvin

601.919.5917

mark@wild-scapes.com

OVERHEAD CEILING — WALL TRANSPARENCIES
Photographic transparency covered with an ultra-violet resistant film
(laminate), with white acrylic between light and back of photograph 
for placement into existing overhead grid systems.
Ceiling Transparency  2 ft X 4 ft panel = 8 sq ft
Please be sure to measure the lens in the existing light fixture for exact trim size. A 2 ft x 4 ft light may have a
lens that is actually 21 ¾ x 45 ¾. An exact measurement is essential for proper fit into an existing T-Bar system.

VEHICLE WRAPS, DURABLE OUTDOOR GRAPHICS & BANNERS
We do banners, wall murals, floor graphics, vehicle wraps (autos, vans &
trucks) perforated windows. All graphics are based on square feet.
A vehicle wrap can add exciting new energy and build recognition for your company or community’s
image. With wrap advertising, you are in control of who and where your custom vehicle wrap is seen. There
is virtually no limit to what you can wrap: cars, fleets, vans, buses, boats, golf carts, SUVs, helicopters,
buildings, trains, helmets… Vehicle graphics give you the ability to reach hundreds of thousands of viewers
at a lower cost per impression than any other form of advertising. We turn your car or fleet of vehicles into
mobile billboards that demand attention.

FRAMED ART — Note that framing will be estimated separately. Call to discuss your framing needs.
All prices are subject to change. All products and services rendered in the state of Mississippi will be subject
to 7% state sales tax (if applicable).
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